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Abstract: This paper presents a Closed Loop control of CLL-T (Capacitor Inductor 
Inductor). Series Parallel Resonant Converter (SPRC) has been simulated and the 
performance is analysised. A three element CLL-T SPRC working under load independent 
operation (voltage type and current type load) is presented in this paper. The Steady State 
Stability Analysis of CLL-T SPRC has been developed using State Space Technique and 
the regulation of output voltage is done by using Fuzzy controller. The simulation study 
indicates the superiority of fuzzy control over the conventional control methods. The 
proposed approach is expected to provide better voltage regulation for dynamic load 
conditions. A prototype 300 W, 100 kHz converter is designed and built to experimentally 
demonstrate, dynamic and steady state performance for the CLL-T SPRC are compared 
from the simulation studies. 

 
Keywords: Control System, Fuzzy logic, MATLAB, Power Electronics, Resonant 
Converter. 

 
 
 
1 Introduction1 
The developments of the DC-DC Resonant Converters 
are increasing now a day due its performance. A DC-
DC Resonant Converter (RC) are used in 
telecommunication and aerospace application, at high 
frequency these converters experience high switching 
losses, reduced reliability, electromagnetic interference 
(EMI) and acoustic noise. To overcome these 
drawbacks, the SPRC is found to be suitable, due to 
various inherent advantages. The Series and parallel 
Resonant Converter (SRC and PRC respectively) 
circuits are the basic resonant converter topologies with 
two reactive elements. The merits of SRC include better 
load efficiency and inherent dc blocking of the isolation 
transformer due to the series capacitor in the resonant 
network. 

However, the load regulation is poor and output-
voltage regulation at no load is not possible by 
switching frequency variations. On the other hand, PRC 
offers no-load regulation but suffers from poor load 
efficiency and lack of dc blocking for the isolation 
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transformer. It has been suggested to design Resonant 
Converter with three reactive components for better 
regulation. The LCL tank circuit based DC-DC SPRC 
has been experimentally demonstrated and reported by 
many researchers [1-4]. Mangesh B. Borage et al [5] 
have demonstrated the characteristics of LCL-T 
Resonant converter using Asymmetrical duty cycle 
(ADC). The converter operated at fixed resonant 
frequency and its analysised using state space approach. 
Later, Mangesh Borage et al [6] have demonstrated an 
LCL-T half bridge resonant converter with clamp 
diodes. The output current or voltage is sensed for every 
change in load because the output voltage or constant 
current increases linearly. The feedback control circuit 
has not been provided. LCL-T RC with constant current 
supply operated at resonant frequency is presented [7]. 

Vijayakumar Belaguli et al [8] have experimentally 
demonstrated with independent load when operated at 
resonant frequency, making it attractive for application 
as a constant voltage (CV) power supply. It has been 
found from the literature that the LCL tank circuit 
connected in series-parallel with the load and operated 
in above resonant frequency improves the load 
efficiency and independent operation. Chew L et al [9] 
have demonstrated LCC SPRC using robust control 
method, this method used to varying the converter gain, 
the gain was derived by using state plan analysis. The 
voltage and current type load was presented with 
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variable load condition. The closed loop operation was 
presented using PI controller with load independent 
operation as obtained. Lakshminarasamma N. et al [10] 
have demonstrated active clamp ZVS DC-DC converter. 
The steady state stability analysis was presented for 
ZVS Buck converter. There is no possible of load 
independent operation. The converter operates at duty 
cycle >0.5, above its operation the converter fails to 
instability. Later, Martin P.Foster et al [11] have 
demonstrated CLL half bridge Resonant Converter with 
open loop operation. The ac equivalent circuit analysis 
and fundamental mode approximation (FMA) analysis 
was derived used to the modeling the converter and 
compared. 

Paolo Mattavelli et al [12] have demonstrated 
different approaches which offer the fuzzy logic control 
(FLC). This control technique relies on the human 
capability to understand the system’s behavior and is 
based on qualitative control rules. The FLC approach 
with same control rules can be applied to several dc–dc 
converters. The author utilized the proposed control 
technique for Buck-Boost converter and demonstrated. 
J.M. Correa et al [13] have demonstrated a DC/AC 
series resonant converter with fixed load value 
considering two control approaches. 

Later T. S. Sivakumaran et al [14] have 
demonstrated a CLC SPRC using FLC for load 
regulation and line regulation. The performance of 
controller has been evaluated and found that the load 
independent operation may not be possible. C.Nagarajan 
et al [15] have simulated an LCL-T SPRC using FLC 
and PID controller. The performance of controller has 
been found to be better when the fuzzy controller has 
been considered. The Harmonic Spectrum and dynamic 
analysis for RLE load are presented. M.Prabhakar et al 
[16] have simulated an LCC RC. The closed form 
expressions are derived for different resonant 
topologies. The Voltage gain expression for these 
topologies are obtained and plotted. 

It is clear from the above literatures that the output 
voltage regulation of the converter against load and 
supply voltage fluctuations have important role in 
designing high-density power supplies. A CLL-T SPRC 
is expected the speed of response, voltage regulation 
and better load independent operation. Keep the above 
facts in view, the CLL-T SPRC has been model and 
analysised for estimating various responses. The closed 
loop state space model and AC analysis has been 
derived and simulate using MATLAB/Simulink. A 
prototype 300 W, 100 kHz the CLL-T SPRC is 
implemented and the experiment results are compared 
with the simulation results. The simulation results agree 
with the experimental results. 
 
2 Proposed CLL-T Series Parallel Resonant 

Converter with Fuzzy Controller 
The resonant tank consisting of three reactive energy 

storage elements (CLL-T) has overcome the 

conventional resonant converter that has only two 
reactive energy storage elements. The first stage 
converts a DC voltage to a high frequency ac voltage. 
The second stage of the converter is to convert the AC 
power to DC power by suitable high frequency rectifier 
and filter circuit. Power from the resonant circuit is 
taken either through a transformer in series with the 
resonant circuit or series in the capacitor comprising the 
resonant circuit as  shown in Fig. 1. In both cases the 
high frequency feature of the link allows the use of a 
high frequency transformer to provide voltage 
transformation and ohmic isolation between the DC 
source and the load. 

In CLL-T SPRC the load voltage can be controlled 
by varying the switching frequency or by varying the 
phase difference between the two inverts where the 
switching frequency of each is fixed to the resonant 
frequency. The phase domain control scheme is suitable 
for wide variation of load condition because the output 
voltage is independent of load. The DC current is absent 
in the primary side of the transformer, there is no 
possibility of current balancing. Another advantage of 
this circuit is that the device currents are proportional to 
load current. This increases the efficiency of the 
converter at light loads to some extent because the 
device losses also decrease with the load current. If the 
load gets short at this condition, very large current 
would flow through the circuit. This may damage the 
switching devices. To make the circuit short circuit 
proof, the operating frequency should be changed. 

A schematic diagram of full-bridge CLL-T SPRC is 
shown in Fig. 2. The resonant circuit consist of series 
inductance L1, parallel capacitor C and series inductance 
L2. S1-S4 is switching devices having base /gate turn-on 
and turn-off capability. D1 to D4 are anti-parallel diodes 
across these switching devices. The MOSFET (S1) and 
its anti parallel diode (D1) act as a bidirectional switch. 
The gate pulses for S1 and S2 are in phase but 180 
degree out of phase with the gate pulses for S3 and S4. 
The positive portion of switch current flows through the 
MOSFET and negative portion flows through the anti-
parallel diode. The RLE load is connected across bridge 
rectifier via L0 and C0. The voltage across the point AB 
is rectified and fed to RLE load through L0 and C0. For 
the analysis it is assumed that the converter operates in 
the continuous conduction mode and the 
semiconductors have ideal characteristics. 
 
 
3 Steady State Stability Analysis for the Proposed 
Converter 

3.1  Mathematical Modeling using State Space 
Technique 

The equivalent circuit of CLL-T SPRC is shown in 
Fig. 3. The mathematical modeling using state space 
technique can be obtained assuming all the components 
to be ideal. The state space equation for CLL-T SPRC 
converter is: 
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total 40W power loss in the prototype operating at 
300W, a major portion (≈20W) is estimated to occur in 
the MOSFETs and diodes. The rest of losses can be 
attributed largely to the core and winding loss in 
transformer and resonant inductor. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 

 
(e) 

Fig. 7 Experimental Waveforms for CLL-T SPRC (a) 
Hardware module (b) CH1: Resonant Voltage [Volt. Scale: 40 
V/div.], CH2: Resonant Current [Amp. Scale: 0.5A/div.] (c) 
Voltage across the Capacitor [Volt. Scale: 20 V/div.] (d) 
Current through Series Inductor L 1 [Amp. Scale: 0.5A/div.] 
(e) Output Capacitor Voltage [Volt. Scale: 50 V/div.]. 
 
 
Table 4 Performance measures of Theoretical & Simulink 
Results for CLL-T SPRC fed with RLE Load. 

Performance measures Simulation 
Studies 

Experimental 
Studies 

Load Voltage in Volts  99.8 94 
Load Current in Amps 1.8 2.6 
Settling Time in ms 0.01 1.4 
% Over Shoot 1 2.1 
Steady state error 0.001 2.3 

 
6  Conclusion 
The Stability analysis of CLL-T SPRC has been 
modeled and estimating the performance for various 
load conditions. This converter with a voltage type load 
and current type load shows it provides load 
independent operation. So, the switching power losses 
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